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Abstract. Modern file systems maintain extensive metadata about
stored files. While this usually is useful, there are situations when the
additional overhead of such a design becomes a problem in terms of per-
formance. This is especially true for parallel and cluster file systems,
because due to their design every metadata operation is even more ex-
pensive.

In this paper several changes made to the parallel cluster file system
PVFS are presented. The changes are targeted at the optimization of
workloads with large numbers of small files. To improve metadata per-
formance, PVFS was modified such that unnecessary metadata is not
managed anymore.

Several tests with a large quantity of files were done to measure the
benefits of these changes. The tests have shown that common file system
operations can be sped up by a factor of two even with relatively few
changes.

1 Introduction

There are cases when many small files must be stored in a cluster file system.
For each file additional metadata like ownership, permissions and timestamps
is stored. If these files are accessed frequently, metadata performance plays an
important role, therefore a reduction of the number of metadata operations
should be considered. Also, if they are only stored temporarily for subsequent
processing and deleted afterwards, most metadata is not really important. There
are also cases when metadata does not need to be stored, because it is either
available somewhere else – for example, in a database, maybe even with extended
information – or simply not interesting. This can be used to further increase the
performance, because much metadata overhead can be avoided.

Several other approaches can be taken to increasemetadata performance, either
by focusing on individual file system operations or by trying to improve the overall
scalability. One such approach for individual file system operations is presented
in [1]. The authors only consider file creation and evaluate multiple strategies to
speed up this operation. This includes compound operations and pre-allocation of
handles and datafiles. More general approaches are also possible. In [2] a combi-
nation of hashing and caching of parent directory permissions is implemented to
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reduce the communication overhead. On the other hand, in [3] metadata perfor-
mance is optimized by dynamically partitioning the metadata of the file system
tree into subtrees to distribute the load according to the current workload. In con-
trast, the changes presented in this paper simply remove all metadata. However,
for reasons presented in section 3, this effectively makes striping of file data im-
possible, therefore these optimizations are only useful for small files.

The following sections introduce our concept of the optimizations. Optimiza-
tions are done to three basic file system operations, as shown in section 2, that
is, only individual file system operations are considered, not the overall meta-
data design. This section also gives an overview of the internal structure of the
file system provided by PVFS. In section 4 the actual impact on performance
in terms of execution time is evaluated with a relatively simple benchmark pro-
gram, which simulates parallel accesses.

2 Current Design of PVFS

PVFS is a parallel cluster file system, which supports multiple data and metadata
servers. The whole file system is made up of several objects, each identified by a
unique handle. Each server is responsible for a so-called handle range. Because
these handle ranges are non-overlapping, each object is managed by exactly one
server. To distribute the load, file data is striped across all available data servers
with a default stripe size of 64KByte. On file creation, the first data server is
chosen randomly, then a round-robin scheme is used. File metadata however is
not distributed. The metadata for any file is managed by exactly one metadata
server. To determine which metadata server is responsible a hashing algorithm
is employed. For more information on PVFS’s internal design, also see [4]. In-
ternally, PVFS distinguishes several different types of physical objects that can
be stored and in turn combined to make up logical objects like files and direc-
tories. The most important physical objects are introduced here. Because there
are physical and logical objects with the same name, the physical objects are
always identified by the suffix “object” to ease the differentiation. For example,
a (logical) file is made up of a (physical) metafile object and multiple (physical)
datafile objects.

Metafile objects represent logical files. They are used to store file metadata like
ownership and permissions, but also all handles of the datafile objects associated
with this particular file. The total file size is not stored in the metafile object,
but computed dynamically by adding up the respective file sizes of all datafile
objects. This is done so that the metafile object does not have to be modified
with each operation that changes the size of the file. Attributes stored for a
metafile object include POSIX metadata, datafile distribution, datafile handles
and the datafile count.

Datafile objects are used to store the actual data of files. They are distributed
across all data servers. Metadata like ownership and permissions is not stored
with each datafile object but rather with the metafile object the datafile object is
associated with. This is done because each metafile object can reference multiple
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datafile objects. Attributes stored for a datafile object include the datafile size,
which is implicitly available through the underlying file system.

Directory objects represent logical directories. They store directory metadata
like ownership and permissions. They also store the handle of a directory data
object, which in turn stores all files within the directory. So-called directory
hints can be set on these directory objects. These hints affect all files within
the directory. For example the datafile distribution and the number of datafile
objects that should be allocated for a newly created file in this directory can
be set. Attributes stored for a directory object include POSIX metadata, the
directory entry count and directory hints like distribution name (dist name)
and parameters (dist params) and datafile count.

The directory hints are currently mostly used to control the distribution of file
data across the data servers. For example, the hints dist name and dist params
are used to automatically set a distribution function for every new file. Distri-
bution functions control the way file data is striped. For example, one data
server could receive twice the amount of data all other data servers receive. This
could be used to balance the load if servers of different capacity are used. The
num dfiles hint is simply used to assign the number of datafile objects that
should be used for a file. Normally one datafile object is created on each data
server. This hint can be used to, for example, force that a file is striped only
across two data servers. However, directory hints can be used to influence other
behavior of objects within the directory they are set on.

Directory data objects store key-value pairs of the form file name:
metafile handle to identify all files within the directory the directory data
object is associated with. This indicates that the file represented by the metafile
object with the handle metafile handle is available as the file called file name
within this particular directory. Further information is not stored, because it is
already available from the associated directory object. There exists a one-to-one
mapping between directory objects and directory data objects, that is, each di-
rectory object references exactly one directory data object and each directory
data object is associated with exactly one directory object. This separation is
done transparently to the client. If a client requests all directory entries, both ob-
jects are read by the server and returned as one. Attributes stored for directory
data objects include the directory entries.

3 Metadata Optimizations

Based on PVFS’s design, we implemented metadata optimizations especially tar-
geted at small files for which striping does not improve performance considerably
and can therefore be disabled. The optimizations can still be used for files of any
size, but may even degrade performance for larger files. A new directory hint
called no metafile was introduced, which can be used to turn the metadata
optimizations on and off on a per-directory basis.

The metafile object’s purpose is to link together all datafile objects that belong
to a particular file. It is obvious that the metafile object can be omitted if only one
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datafile object exists. For small files it is not really necessary to create multiple
datafile objects, so in this particular use case there is no need for a metafile
object. If only one datafile object is created for each file, the datafile object’s
handle can simply be put into the directory data object’s list of directory entries.
In particular, with these modifications, there now is only one datafile object and
no metafile object. As can be seen, these metadata optimizations affect both
the actual file and the directory in which it is located. Instead of a metafile
object that references several datafile objects there now is only one datafile
object that stores all file data. Also, the datafile object’s handle is used instead
of the metafile object’s handle to reference the file in the list of directory entries.
It is also worth mentioning that no common metadata is set on the datafile
object at all. Common metadata like ownership and permissions could be set
on the datafile object itself, since this metadata can be set on every object. At
the moment, this is not done for performance reasons, because another message
would need to be sent to the appropriate data server to retrieve this information.
Another possible approach would be the use of the parent directory’s metadata.

With these changes made, however, several problems have to be considered.
The limit of one datafile object per file must be enforced, otherwise the file system
ends up corrupt: Other datafile objects would not be referenced by any metafile
object or directory entry and therefore be lost. The client and server also expect
a metafile object to be present. This metafile object stores all metadata of a file,
so this information must be faked in some way. On the other hand, the following
advantages become apparent. No metadata server has to be contacted if a file
needs to be read or written. Only one data server needs to be contacted for
each file. Additionally, the total file size is available directly, avoiding expensive
computation. This even applies to small files, since the default striping size is
only 64KByte, and therefore even a small file of size 1 MByte is striped across
16 data servers, if available.

This also has impact on the file system semantics, because certain metadata
is no longer stored at all. However, since the metadata optimizations are im-
plemented as a directory hint, users must explicitly enable them and therefore
should know what to expect. Consequently, if these metadata optimizations are
not activated, they do not influence the normal operation of PVFS in any way.
Also, file data is now only stored on one data server, which decreases perfor-
mance for larger files. Since the metadata optimizations are to be used with
small files, however, this is to be expected. In theory, if the metadata optimiza-
tions are enabled for some files, it could be possible for other users to access
and modify these files, because no ownership information and permissions are
available, thus rendering permission checks useless. However, an initial analysis
shows that PVFS clients can send arbitrary credentials and therefore effectively
circumvent all permission checks anyway.

3.1 File System Operations

Three basic file system operations are adapted to make use of these optimiza-
tions. Each of these operations is internally split into several smaller steps that
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are executed consecutively by a state machine. A reduction of the number of
these steps increases performance, therefore it is now analyzed which of these
steps can be skipped safely. Even though only these three file system operations
are adapted and examined here, all other common file system operations – like
copying or moving a file – work, too. However, these three are best suited to
demonstrate the metadata optimizations, because other file system operations
include additional overhead. For example, when copying a file, obviously the
actual file data has to be transferred as well.

The following steps are necessary to create a new file in a directory: (i) get the
directory’s attributes, (ii) create the metafile object, (iii) create the datafile ob-
jects, (iv) set the metafile object’s attributes, (v) create a directory entry for the
file. To implement the metadata optimizations steps two and four are skipped.
Also, it is enforced that only one datafile object is created. While creating the
directory entry the handle of this single datafile object is used instead of the
metafile object’s handle.

The following steps are necessary to list the metadata of a file: (i) get the
metafile object’s attributes, (ii) get the file size of each datafile object. Since there
is no metafile object anymore, step one is skipped. Also, only one datafile object
exists and therefore only one data server has to be contacted to request the file
size. The metadata usually stored as the metafile object’s attributes is faked.

The following steps are necessary to remove a file from a directory: (i) remove
the file’s directory entry, (ii) get the metafile object’s attributes, (iii) remove the
datafile objects, (iv) remove the metafile object. Again, as there is no metafile
object step four is skipped. Step two can not be skipped, because it is needed to
determine if a file was created with the no metafile hint set or not.

4 Evaluation

To measure the benefits of the changes described in the previous chapters a
relatively simple benchmark program was designed. The program creates, lists
and removes a big number of files in a relatively flat directory hierarchy. To
simulate several different environments the number of concurrently accessing
clients and the underlying storage are varied. Moderate load is simulated by
only one client accessing the file system, while operation of five concurrent clients
simulates heavy load. The clients are independent instances of the benchmark
program. To observe the influence of disk latency, PVFS’s storage space is put
into a normal directory on an ext3 partition and in RAM, that is, its own tmpfs
partition. This is especially important as PVFS – in its default configuration
– forces metadata modifications to disk. Consequently, disk latency plays an
important role in the overall performance.

4.1 Environment

Five machines from our evaluation cluster are used. Two machines act as data
servers, another two as metadata servers and a fifth machine is used for the
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clients. Each machine is equipped with two Intel Xeon 2.0GHz, 1 GByte RAM,
an ATA disk and a 1GBit/s network interface.

The numbers shown below represent average values collected over at least
five runs of the benchmark program. Apart from setting the no metafile di-
rectory hint all tests were done with an unmodified default configuration of
PVFS.

4.2 File Creation

The benchmark program creates 100 child directories in a single parent directory
and populates each with 500 files. Only the time needed to create these 50,000
files is measured. To exclude the influence of the io client state machine, files of
size 0 are created.

Figure 1a shows the time each client needs to create 50,000 files, once with
the no metafile directory hint set and once without it. PVFS’s storage space
is put in a normal directory on an ext3 partition. In figure 1b the same values
as in the last one are shown, except that PVFS’s storage space is put on its own
tmpfs partition, thus removing any latencies the disk introduces.

As can be seen in figure 1a, if only one client writes to the file system and
the no metafile directory hint is set, the time needed to create the 50,000
files decreases to about 50% of the time needed to create them without the hint.
However, if five clients work concurrently the time decreases to about 40% of the
original. The speedup increase is probably due to the fact that metadata writes
are by default synchronous. However, these are exactly the operations that are
skipped if no metafile is set and thus the server can process more requests
in parallel instead of waiting for the slow disk. Since this time the network is
used, it can be seen that disk latency still plays an important role in terms of
performance, even with the additional network latency.

As shown in figure 1b the speedup with five concurrent clients is less drastic
on tmpfs, because no disk seek times could be avoided.

(a) On disk (b) On tmpfs

Fig. 1. File creation
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(a) On disk (b) On tmpfs

Fig. 2. File listing

4.3 File Listing

The benchmark program lists the files in each directory such that details like per-
missions, ownership etc. are shown, too. This is done in order to force the client to
contact each datafile’s server, because otherwise only the names would need to be
fetched from the metadata server. In particular the -l flag of pvfs2-ls is used.

Figure 2a shows the time each client needs to list the 50,000 files, once with
and once without the no metafile directory hint set. PVFS’s storage space is
put in a normal directory on an ext3 partition. In figure 2b the same values as
in the last one are shown, except that PVFS’s storage space is put on its own
tmpfs partition, thus removing any latencies the disk introduces.

As can be seen in figure 2a, if only one client reads from the file system and
the no metafile directory hint is set, the time needed to list the 50,000 files
decreases to about 50% of the time needed to list them without the hint. With
five concurrent clients the time is slightly higher at about 55% of the original.
This is one of the rare cases where an increase in client concurrency does not
improve the speedup. Since only metadata reads are needed for this file system
operation and therefore no slow metadata writes could be skipped, there are
no huge performance gains possible by reducing the impact of disk latency. In
contrast to metadata writes, these metadata reads can be sped up by using the
file system cache. The optimized version only does one metadata read instead of
two metadata reads and since they usually are fast because of caching, network
latency outweighs the benefits of the one skipped metadata read.

As shown in figure 2b, the times on tmpfs are nearly identical to the ones on
ext3 as presented in figure 2a.

4.4 File Removal

The benchmark program removes all files and directories such that the file system
is in the same state as before the benchmark was started. Only the time needed
to remove the 50,000 files is measured.
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Figure 3a shows the time each client needs to remove the 50,000 files, once
with and once without the no metafile directory hint set. PVFS’s storage space
is put in a normal directory on an ext3 partition. In figure 3b the same values
as in the last one are shown, except that PVFS’s storage space is put on its own
tmpfs partition, thus removing any latencies the disk introduced.

As can be seen in figure 3a, if only one client at a time is running and the
no metafile directory hint is set, the time needed to remove the 50,000 files
decreases to about 60% of the time needed to remove them without the hint.
However, if five clients run concurrently the time decreases to about 40% of the
original. The speedup increase is probably due to the fact that metadata writes
are by default synchronous. However, these are exactly the operations that are
skipped if no metafile is set and thus the server can process more requests in
parallel instead of waiting for the slow disk.

As shown in figure 3b the speedup with five concurrent clients is less drastic
on tmpfs, because no disk seek times could be avoided.

(a) On disk (b) On tmpfs

Fig. 3. File removal

4.5 Summary

Figure 4 shows an overview of the efficiency of the metadata optimizations. For
each operation – that is, creation, listing and removal – the percentage of time
needed for completion with the no metafile hint set is shown in comparison to
the time needed without it. Also, for each operation the efficiencies for a varying
number of concurrent clients and underlying file systems are shown in detail.
For a visualization of the changes caused by the metadata optimizations in the
internal workflow of PVFS and more results, also see [5]. For more information
on the used visualization environment, see [6].

As can be seen in figure 4, only disk-bound operations benefit from an increase
in the concurrency, because of network effects. The benefit is less pronounced on
tmpfs partitions, since in this case there are no slow synchronous disk operations
that could be skipped. As shown in section 2 about half of the work in each of
the three file system operations is skipped, therefore the performance gains are
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within expected boundaries or – as is the case with file removal – even surpass
the expectations of doubling the performance.

Figure 4 shows that the metadata optimizations reduce the time needed for
any of the affected operations – that is, file creation, listing and removal – to
about 50–60%, independent of the underlying file system. The disk-bound oper-
ations especially benefit from these optimizations. If the underlying file system
is on disk – which should be the normal case – an increase in client concur-
rency even reduces the time needed to 30–40%. Therefore the optimizations are
especially useful for parallel access from multiple clients.

Fig. 4. Efficiency of the optimized file system operations

5 Conclusion and Future Work

While the presented metadata optimizations do not offer a speedup of several
orders of magnitude, the time needed for some common file system operations
could be reduced to about 50%. This achievement is quite satisfying, consider-
ing the relatively small amount of changes made. Also, since about 50% of the
work in each affected file system operation is skipped, this improvements are well
within expected boundaries. On the other hand, these metadata optimizations
change the file system semantics, because certain metadata is simply not stored.
However, because the optimizations must be enabled explicitly and do not influ-
ence the normal operation of PVFS, this is not much of a concern. The metadata
optimizations are not yet ready to be used in production environments, because
of several issues with their implementation.

It would be interesting to do benchmarks with even more concurrent clients to
see if this increases the efficiency of the optimizations even further. Varying the
number of data servers and metadata servers could also prove to be interesting,
because the metadata optimizations reduce the load on the metadata servers.
This load reduction is simply due to the fact that there are no more metafile
objects, which would otherwise be managed by the metadata servers.
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Also, the actual implementation is based on the modified version of PVFS
from [4], which in turn is based on a development version between versions 2.6.2
and 2.7.0 of PVFS. This version in turn is based on the last official PVFS release
version that was available at the time, which is already some months old. The
reason for this is that the modified version offers enhanced tracing capabilities
used for visualization. To enable wider testing or even integration into PVFS, the
implementation would need to be updated to the current development version,
which features a significant number of changes.

In the future, it would be useful for file systems to provide some mechanism
to allow users to tune file system semantics according to their needs, especially
concerning metadata operations and thus metadata performance. One first step
in this direction was presented in this paper.
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